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 Our Aim 
The aim of Advocacy Highland is to provide free and confidential independent 
advocacy support in Highland region for individuals of all ages, including young 
people, who need to be supported to speak up about specific issues. This, whilst not 
exclusive, will focus on the support of key priority groups including those with 
mental ill health, learning disabilities, Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and those 
groups who are frail and elderly, with due recognition of diverse and marginalised 
groups. 
 

We do this by:- 
 

• Supporting and facilitating individuals to speak up for themselves. 

• Providing advocacy for individuals who are unwilling or unable to self-advocate. 

• Enabling people to make informed choices and to make their views and wishes known. 

• Developing links with service providers, professionals, appropriate support agencies 
and other advocacy providers. 

• Recruiting, training and supporting paid and volunteer advocates. 

• Participating in a jointly agreed system of monitoring and evaluation of our services. 

• Raising awareness amongst the public, service users and service providers of the 
values, principles and availability of independent advocacy, and ensuring that this is 
done in an accessible format for all key groups. 

• Providing independent advocacy in terms of the requirements of the Mental Health 
(Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003. 

Our Principles 
• The equal value of all people. 

• The importance of choice and mutual respect. 

• The development of skills and abilities which encourage equal opportunities. 

• Inclusion in society. 

• The independence of advocacy partnerships. 

• The independence of Advocacy Highland. 

• Accessibility of advocacy. 

• Advocacy as part of local communities. 

• Positive relationships and networking with other agencies and individuals in 
the Highlands. 

• Involvement of service users in all aspects of the organisation and decision 
making. 

• Effectiveness – as an organisation and in our advocacy. 

• Setting and maintaining high standards for our work, monitoring and 
evaluating what we do. 

• Awareness of confidentiality issues, especially in rural communities. 

• Developing and maintaining active links with the advocacy community in 
Scotland and more widely.  
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We strongly believe all persons, regardless of ethnic origin, gender, 
sexual preference, religious orientation, class, age, abilities or disabilities 
have the same human value as any other person and the right to the 
same consideration, respect and support as anyone in our society. 
 
• They have the same civil and political rights. 
• They have the right to be protected from abuse and are entitled to 

full protection of the law. 
• They have the right to exercise self-determination, that is, to make 

personal choices on a daily and long term basis, to be allowed to take 
informed risks and to take responsibility for their own decisions. 

• They have the right to a normally acceptable standard of living and 
economic security, with a say in their own finances. 

• They have a right to paid employment or to follow a meaningful 
daytime occupation and enjoy activities which ensure that each 
person is able to develop their potential in a mature and individual 
way. 

• They have the right to be included in, and have access to, 
recreational and educational activities and community resources and 
facilities. 

• As adults, they have the right to develop meaningful and, if they 
desire, intimate personal relationships with other consenting adults 
and the right to have their emotions acknowledged and respected. 

• They have the right to have access to advocacy and representation 
and can choose to discontinue with the organisation or with the 
advocate. As far as possible, they can choose to enter into an 
advocacy relationship, but advocacy should not be denied to those 
who cannot choose to enter into an advocacy relationship for 
themselves. 

• They have the right to information in an understandable format for 
them. 

• They have the right to be made aware of their responsibilities with 
regard to being a good citizen. 

OUR VALUES 
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Chairman’s Report 

Shirley Bannister 

Chairman 

This year Advocacy Highland is delighted to have been awarded a five year 

contract from NHS Highland to continue to provide 1:1 issue based 

advocacy as per the requirement of the Mental Health (Care & Treatment) 

(Scotland) Act 2003. It has been a long and difficult three year renewal 

process but we are relieved to now be in a more secure financial position.  

In addition we have also successfully secured funding to start to develop 
Drug & Alcohol Recovery Advocacy.  We are grateful to both the Highland 
Drug & Alcohol Partnership Local Improvement Team for £9750 and the 
Scottish Recovery Consortium for £8700 from their National Development 
Project Fund. 

Thank you also to Highland Cross for their generous funding towards new 

equipment of £2309 and to all the people who kindly donated to our funds, 

we are extremely grateful for your donations. 

This year we were thrilled to be presented with the Inverness Business 

Awards Community Award and then to be nominated in the national Scottish 

Business Awards finals. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank all the staff and 

volunteers for their hard work and continued commitment to our 

organisation. The number of advocacy referrals have continued to rise again 

this year and despite a stressful year, the team have continued to meet the 

demand for advocacy support  

Finally, I would like to thank the Board of Directors for their continued 

support, and the Advocacy Manager in particular for her perseverance and 

commitment to supporting all at Advocacy Highland through a particularly 

strenuous funding renewal process.  Our funding approval is testament to 

the professionalism and dedication of all concerned. 

Shirley Bannister, Chairman. 
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Manager’s Report 

Sheilis Mackay 

Manager 

 

Advocacy Highland is an Independent Advocacy Organisation providing 1:1 

person centred advocacy Highland-wide. We are a values based 

organisation with 16 years of experience. We are rooted in local 

communities providing paid and volunteering opportunities across the 

Highlands. We have a highly skilled, ethnically diverse and stable staff team 

– 60% of staff have worked with us for more than 11 years, with a wealth of 

legislative and advocacy experience. 

The past few years have been particularly challenging – insecurity about 

funding plus an ever increasing workload has taken its toll on the whole 

team. We are proud that we have retained our skilled and specialist staff 

especially with the possibility of redundancy on the horizon. We are all very 

relieved that a new five year contract has now been awarded from 1st 

October 2019 following a successful tender bid this year.  

 

Individual Advocacy 

Workload continues to increase for Advocacy Highland, and we are 

concerned by the increasing number of referrals, because other agencies 

are unable to meet the demand, often due to their increasing referrals rate 

and staff shortages. This year we have seen the number of referrals rise to 

919. 
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We will be announcing our revised criteria with the new contract in October 

2019.  
 

The main focus of Advocacy is to: 

 safeguard people who are vulnerable and discriminated against or 

whom services find difficult to serve. 

 empower people who need a stronger voice by enabling them to 

express their own needs and make their own decisions. 

 enable people to gain access to information, explore and understand 

their options, to make their views and wishes known, and be fully 

involved in decisions which affect them. 

 speak on behalf of people who are unable to do so for themselves. 

 

Please see throughout this report peoples stories which illustrate advocacy 

support.  

 

Citizen Advocacy  

The core funding from NHS Highland for Citizen Advocacy will sadly come to 

an end on 30th September 2019.  We will continue to support the existing 

partnerships in Inverness at present. 

 

Training 

Training on Advocacy is delivered by Advocacy Highland over a four week 

period for new staff and volunteer advocates. 

External Training attended by staff this year included: 

 Dementia Awareness Training 

 LGBT Diversity & Inclusion Training 

 Suicide Intervention and Prevention Training 

 Drug & Alcohol – one day training for all staff 

 Highland Alcohol & Drugs Partnership Conference 

 Child Protection Training 
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Manager’s Report continued 

 

Networking & Meetings 

Participation in committees and groups with other professionals is 

essential, ensuring that advocacy partners are not forgotten in service 

planning.  At a strategic level, for example, Advocacy Highland has sat on 

the NHS Highland’s Adult Social Care Practice Forum and the Adult Support 

& Protection Committee.   

 

We also value the importance of networking Highland-wide, meeting with 

others and raising awareness on advocacy.  

Our contacts this year have included:  

¨ Highland Third Sector Interface 

- Health & Happiness 

¨ People First 

¨ SPIRIT Advocacy 

¨ Highland Carer’s Advocacy 

¨ Social work students in Highland  

¨ UHI Fresher’s Fayre 

¨ Transition Fair at Drummond School 

¨ Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance  

¨  Highland Alcohol & Drugs Partnership Local Improvement Team  

¨  Scottish Recovery Consortium  

¨  Business Enterprise 

 

Monitoring  

Advocacy Highland has been regularly monitored on a quarterly basis with 

the production of quantitative and qualitative data as required by NHS 

Highland. Thank you to Lynda Thomson NHS Highland for her support and 

advice this year. 
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Business Awards 

Advocacy Highland won the Community Award in the 

Inverness Business Awards and was then nominated in the 

Scottish Business Awards Grand Finals in May 2019 in 

Glasgow.  

 

 

Finally….. 

Thank you to Clare our Administrator for all her 

support this year.  I could not have managed with 

your input. 

 

 

 

 

Also thank you to all our staff and volunteers this has been an 

extraordinarily stressful year, with anxieties about funding, inability to 

recruit new volunteers due to uncertainty about our contract, and an 

increasing workload. It has been an exhausting and overwhelming time for 

the team but yet again the impressive commitment of this team has 

enabled many people to have a voice. I am honoured to be part of this 

wonderful group of people and thank you again for your dedication and for 

remaining with Advocacy Highland.  

   

Sheilis Mackay 

Manager  

 

 

 

Clare Starke,  
Administrator  
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Recovery Advocacy  

 Advocacy Highland is delighted to have received funding from both 
the Highland Drug & Alcohol Partnership and the Scottish Recovery 
Consortium, to develop the provision of advocacy for people with 
drug and alcohol issues in the Highlands from April 2019. 
 
The Scottish Government acknowledges that “there are strong and 
clear links between: poverty; deprivation; mental health and 
wellbeing; health inequalities; repeat offending; victimisation; and 
drug addiction” and that “addressing wider inequalities such as 
housing, income, education and health can play an important role in  
reducing drug misuse.” 
 
Recovery Advocacy support was identified as a key issue by the 
Scottish Recovery Consortium after extensive consultation with 
communities across Scotland. 
 
In addition, Highland Drug and Alcohol Partnership, after consultation 
with stakeholders, has also identified advocacy provision as a priority 
need for people accessing its services. 
 
People with drug and alcohol addiction represent one of the 
marginalised groups in the Highlands – and also the most stigmatised.  
We hope that the Recovery Community will be extensively involved in 
Advocacy Highland – both in terms of accessing the support that we  
offer, but also in delivering key elements e.g. recruitment, volunteer 
advocacy, training and mentoring.  
 
Our project forms part of a wider approach based on the Scottish 
Government’s new Rights, Respect and Recovery Strategy to ‘listen to 
the voices of lived and living experience …. to develop, design and 
deliver treatment, recovery services, interventions and approaches’.  
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We are currently seeking volunteers with lived experience, both 
individuals and those affected by another’s substance use.  
Our volunteers of every age come from all walks of life, are good 
listeners and care about people. Even a few hours per month 
can be of help.  
 
We provide free training to anyone who is interested and who 
has the necessary qualities. Your expenses are paid. Please get 
in touch to find out more about this rewarding role – we need 
volunteers from across the Highlands.  
 
We have locally based Co-ordinators, who will support you, in 
Lochaber, Caithness & Sutherland, Ross & Cromarty, Skye & 
Lochalsh and Inverness, Nairn, Badenoch & Strathspey. 
For more information about becoming a volunteer advocate, 
about advocacy support, or if you would like someone to give a 
talk to your group, please get in contact with us - see details on 
the back page. 
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Welcome to  

Bill & Eleanor, our 

newest volunteers. 

A big thank you to Chris, Lorraine, and Mary 

who have all been volunteering with us as 

advocates for over 10 years! 

A big thank you also to our Board Members 

Shirley, Moray, Garry, Donnie and Chris who 

have been volunteering on the Board  

for over 10 years. 
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Philip’s Story ... 

I found out about Advocacy Highland from hospital staff.  I think they 
have an obligation to let patients know about this service especially if 
they are detained.  I was sectioned at the time and being injected 
against my will.  
 

The nurse told me I can appeal my section and an independent 
advocate would be able to help me.  My nurse offered to contact 
them on my behalf.   
 

The advocate came to see me and I was able to talk to someone 
independent about my situation.  I had a solicitor on board to lodge 
my appeal which was to be heard at a tribunal.  Although I could have 
spoken for myself, advocacy was very useful. 
 

The day before the tribunal hearing I wasn’t feeling good and on top 
of it all, I knew I was going to be injected in the evening.  I was very 
anxious and didn’t know what condition I would be in the morning: 
would I be able to express myself and say what I wanted to say?  I  
worried I would be heavily sedated by the medication and would feel 
incapacitated to have my words heard.  My advocate suggested she 
could help me to prepare ahead by writing down what I wanted to 
say and if I was unable to speak she would speak for me.  
  
This was very reassuring to know that in case of all eventuality my 
voice would have been heard.  
 

On the day of the tribunal my solicitor and my advocate worked 
together with me, as a team to achieve the optimal result under the 
prevailing circumstances.  I felt I got the best out of that I could. 
 
I would recommend advocacy to anybody.  I know some people out 
there who feel lost in dealing with the mental health process and 
advocacy is their only beacon of hope.   
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Ron’s Story …. 
 
“They say people come into our life for a reason and that is 
certainly true of Chris. It is very difficult to put into words 
what she did not only for me, but our whole family, in order 
that we could stay together. 
 
Chris’s commitment, diligence, stamina, courage and 
compassion gave me the courage and support to continue 
my fight when at times all seemed lost. 
 
It is only right that we thank Advocacy Highland and Chris 
for the time and devotion to my case as we know that there 
are many more deserving cases requiring representation. 
 
It is a sad fact of life that, without the help of Chris and 
Advocacy Highland, I would have been forced into a care 
home and our family life fragmented. I really feel that 
words cannot truly express the debt of gratitude we owe to 
Chris and Advocacy Highland. 
 
Outwith my family, I have not and never will, meet anyone 
who has had such an impact on my life.” 
 
Ron and Estelle. 
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 A Successful Result  

At my first meeting between my advocacy partner, RF, and the 
organisation with which he had a  dispute, it was clear that his voice 
was not being heard, and that unless it was heard, he would be facing 
life changing consequences which would separate him from his family, 
placing him into residential care. 
 

Thus began a long process assisting RF to challenge all decisions which 
could result in this quite disastrous outcome for him and his family. 
 

Advocacy Highland was able to draw on the expertise of other 
charitable organisations who were focussing on challenging the very 
decisions my advocacy partner faced. This was invaluable in dealing 
with legislative issues. The other extremely useful resource was using  
GDPR to access all his notes. This provided an insight into how his case 
had been dealt with by the organisation and gave additional material 
upon which to challenge certain actions. 
 

In view of the potential serious effect for my partner and his family he 
involved the press and the challenge gathered pace. 
 

Ultimately an Independent Review was commissioned, the result of 
which was decisions were reversed and there was agreement that the 
outcome of my partner’s case provided lessons to be learnt right across 
the organisation, and would affect how others like him would be dealt 
with in future. 
 

There were many low points for RF in challenging a huge organisation 
particularly over such a prolonged period of time. Supporting my 
advocacy partner however was a privilege.  RF demonstrated such 
courage in facing the difficulties and using advocacy support to speak 
for him.  Alone he would have been unable to do this, and in his view 
there is no doubt that the outcome would have been very different. 
 

Chris 
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Advocacy Partner Feedback 

 

“Thank you kindly for the supported letter. I received today. I'll post 
tomorrow. It's a good letter expressing my views. Thank you, much 
appreciated.”  G 
 

 
“Good service to have, otherwise you don’t feel confident enough 
and it would be a one sided meeting” T 
 
 

“The Panel went really well and they agreed an increase in contact 
with my child”  D 
 
Phone Call  

I just had a lovely phone call from (a partner), who has received a 

cheque from the Inland Revenue this morning.  She is absolutely 

delighted that, with your help, she has received this cheque and the 

issue has been sorted so quickly and easily. She says thank you very 

much and is extremely grateful. Clare 

 

 “Thank you for all the help over the years, you helped me with many 

difficult issues, helping me to understand and to give my views. I 

don’t know where I’d be without you.” K. 

 

“I would have been at a loss while I was detained without the 
support of the advocate” M 
 
 “In charge of myself” G.  
 
“Good, as they are on your side” B. 
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Feedback Form 

How did your Advocate help you? 
Speaking on my behalf and getting a plan of action to tackle 

various financial issues and help getting a council house and 

fear of homelessness.  Researching info. 

 

What do you think of Advocacy? 
Fantastic Service.  If not for Rachel I may still have been 

housebound and in a financial mess. 

 

How did having an advocate make you feel? 
Very supported and I began feeling more confident in dealing 

with issues alone. 

 

Would you use advocacy again? 
Absolutely, if in unfortunate position of anxiety returning. 

 

Would you recommend Advocacy Highland to someone 
else? 
Absolutely. 

 

Do you have any suggestions that would help Advocacy 
Highland to improve their service? 
No.  Perhaps helpful for Advocacy to provide a bank of 

resources or perhaps links to useful sites on website. 

 

Would you like to say anything else about Advocacy 
Highland? 
If not for the help and support of Rachel, I doubt I would have 

managed to pull myself out of the house or indeed have my 

lovely new home.  Thanks a million. 

 

AB 

18.12.18  
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Advocate Reports—Caithness & Sutherland 

Allison Cowie 

Area Co-Ordinator 

Caithness & Sutherland 

Caithness & Sutherland has seen another busy year with Advocacy 

referrals. Often these are self-referrals from people we have worked with 

before or friends of people who know us. We are covering a wide range of 

meetings: 

Care Programme Approach meetings 

Mental Health Tribunals 

Social Work reviews  

Child Protection meetings 

Adults with Incapacity meetings 

Adult Support & Protection meetings 
 

We listen to the person and empower them to speak up for themselves, 

they gain confidence when they know that someone is hearing what they 

would like to say. We can also support them to write a letter setting out 

their wishes if they feel no-one is listening.  

We are sadly seeing an increase in Drug & Alcohol related meetings, often 

the person’s memory is badly affected. This can result in some people not 

being able to remain at home alone. 

We are always looking for volunteers to come along and work with us and 

with our new funding it opens up training opportunities, so if you are 

interested please get in touch.  
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“Is there anyone locally I can speak to?”  
 

Getting your voice heard through Advocacy Highland 
 

The continued volume of referrals and issues encountered by Advocacy 
Highland in the past year reflects the many challenges affecting remote local 
communities: gaining access to local health and social care; increased 
pressure on local community services; changes in funding and service 
provision. Even being able to access support in Inverness can pose a 
problem for people in Caithness and Sutherland – a frequent question being 
“Isn’t there anyone locally I can speak to?” 
 
The following comments from people contacting Advocacy Highland in the 
past year (anonymised to protect confidentiality) illustrates their concerns: 
 

Mr. A. – has been in touch with us for a number of years. Waited for 
months for referral to psychological services. Even when he gets an 
appointment he must travel to Inverness – “it’s some distance from 
Wick!” 

Hazel Curran 

Advocate 

Caithness & Sutherland 

Thanks to Hazel Curran and Maggie Mackay for all the work and support 

they have given to all their advocacy partners this year. 

I would also like to thanks Sheilis Mackay for her endless hard work and 

support in the past year and with the help of colleagues Val & Linda 

managing to secure our future funding, without this many people would 

have lost their voice.  

Allison 
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Ms. B. – unable to find a local solicitor (or even one in Inverness) to 
advise/represent her in child care proceedings. She is dyslexic and 
need support in reading paperwork. ‘I need to speak to someone 
locally’ she tells us - someone she can see face to face. 

Mr. C. – is too anxious to use public transport and/or drive. He can’t 
easily gain access to community support networks for people with 
autism – which are more likely to be out of the area. He feels he is 
‘stuck’. 

Ms. D. – is quite happy in her home town and contacts us when needed. 
But local housing support isn’t always available for her – she’s been 
told that ‘there’s no-one on the rota’ when she feels in need of face-
to-face support 

 
Mr. E. – he moved to the area for ‘peace and quiet’. He now feels very 

lonely despite efforts he’s made to fit in with the local community. 
He’d like to move somewhere he was made welcome, where he can 
have a ‘cup of tea and a chat’. 

 
With the expansion of video conferencing and availability of online 
information, areas such as Caithness and Sutherland can access advice and 
support more readily. However, many people who contact Advocacy 
Highland value face-to face contact – someone they can sit down with over a 
cup of tea or coffee, to tell their story and to gain trust in them.  Advocacy 
Highland continues to offer this one-to-one co contact. Sometimes only a 
one-off meeting is required, other times more ongoing support is needed to 
enable people to move on with their lives.     
                                   
Measures to monitor advocacy outcomes are of course essential; equally so 
is the one-to-one input we give to people in our area. In answer to the 
question ‘Is there anyone locally I can speak to? – the answer is ‘yes, 
Advocacy Highland’. 
 
I would like to thank Allison Cowie for her continued support and guidance, 
and to thank Sheilis Mackay and the rest of the team for their valued 
support, particularly in enabling Advocacy Highland to continue into the 
future! 

 

Hazel 
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Advocate Reports— Inverness, Nairn, 

Badenoch & Strathspey 

Linda Renton 

Area Co-Ordinator 

Inverness & Nairn, Badenoch & Strathspey 

Another busy year in Inverness, Nairn, Badenoch and Strathspey. We have 
trained a new group of volunteers who have joined the existing team and 
are now advocating for people in the area.  
 
One of the common issues this year has been people not having a social 
worker or being unable to get in touch with their social worker. A number 
of people we have worked with have been waiting to be allocated a social 
worker in order to move their lives forward.   This coupled with difficulties 
contacting social workers causes some of our advocacy partners a lot of 
worry and distress.  
 
A big change this year has been the cut in overnight care for certain people 
who are living in the community. These people are often vulnerable and 
have been previously assessed as needing overnight support. They have 
now been re-assessed as not needing it and an on call service is available 
for them to access, should they need to.  These responders are at a central 
location outwith the persons home. We have worked with several people 
who have learning disabilities who are in this situation who are very 
worried about the withdrawal of overnight care and what it will mean for 
them. The MWC are aware of this situation and that it is happening 
countrywide. 
 

Linda 
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Advocate Reports—Ross & Cromarty 

Joanne MacRae 

Area Co-ordinator 

Ross & Cromarty 

I cannot believe that a year has passed since the last time I was putting 

pen to paper for my annual report submission. 

What a year it has been for Ross & Cromarty with a large amount of 

referrals.  The volume of referrals has increased month by month and I 

think this is partly due to all the changes to care package and the lack of 

services for individuals.  Some Organisations and Charities are no longer in 

existence and some have had their funding cut and are no longer able  to 

provide the same services as they once did.  This has had an impact on 

Advocacy Highland as individuals are looking for help from anyone at all 

that can assist them in their time of need.  

There have been many achievements and successes this year but there 

have also been many lows.  With not knowing what was happening with 

our funding contract we were unable to advertise for volunteers and this 

has been a huge strain to my area with mainly myself covering all 

advocacy and one volunteer helping out.  Issue based advocacy has 

become much more complex and time consuming as more and more 

advocacy partners have various issues that they look for advocacy to assist 

them with.   Thankfully our Contract has now been agreed from 1 October 

2019 and that will ensure some stability for Advocacy Highland. 

My thanks go to Chris Esplin in her role of Volunteer Advocate.  Chris has 

now been a Volunteer with Advocacy Highland for ten years this year.  She 
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is one of Advocacy Highland’s longest serving Volunteers which is a 

fantastic achievement, so well done Chris. 

I never underestimate how fragile the mind is and how quickly someone 

can become mentally unwell.  At these times, it can be very difficult for 

individuals to speak up for themselves or get their point across.   I feel 

honoured that at these times that we as Advocates can help that person 

be heard which can totally change a situation for them. 

I would like to think that Chris and myself have helped our advocacy 

partners to get their views taken into consideration and that in some way 

we have empowered our advocacy partners to speak out for themselves 

in the future. 

I would like to thank all of my colleagues at Advocacy Highland, my 

advocacy partners and the professionals that I have met this year.  This 

year has been hugely challenging in this role for me but it has made me 

grow personally and professionally and for that I am grateful. 

Joanne 
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Advocate Reports—Lochaber 

Val Bremner 

Area Co-Ordinator 

Lochaber 

Rachel Tonks 

Advocate 

Lochaber 

Having completed several funding applications for a successful play-park 
project within my local community, this year I volunteered to work with 
Sheilis on funding applications for Advocacy Highland. 
 

This involved researching funding open to us, speaking with potential 
funders, completing application forms and gathering supporting evidence.  
Meeting the deadlines for submitting the various lengthy applications was 
challenging at times alongside the busy Area Co-ordinator role.  I am grateful 
to my Lochaber colleague Rachel who did more advocacy hours during this 
time.  Thanks also to Clare in our office for her assistance in providing the 
supporting documents I was seeking.  I had great encouragement and 
support from Sheilis and all the Team too who were really positive about 
identifying new funding streams and projects.   
 

I rang Michaela Jones at the Scottish Recovery Consortium while I was 
working on a funding application to the Highland Drug & Alcohol 
Partnership.  Michaela has lived experience and willingly shared her detailed 
knowledge of drug and alcohol issues and funding.  This contact led to our 
organisations working in partnership with the Scottish Recovery Consortium 
on our new Recovery Advocacy project.  We were also successful in our 
funding application to the Highland Drug & Alcohol Partnership. 
 

Looking to the future, I hope to continue to assist Sheilis with identifying 
new projects and funding opportunities. 
 

Val 
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Advocate Reports—Skye & Lochalsh 

Judy Footitt 

Area Co-Ordinator 

Skye & Lochalsh 

It’s been another busy year in Skye & Lochalsh and we’ve been working to 
help even more people to speak up for themselves about a variety of issues. 
Thanks are due to our volunteer John, who has continued to provide 
sensitive and effective advocacy to his partners.  
Where someone should live can become an issue for those with dementia 
who are increasingly struggling at home, or who may have been in hospital 
and are now well enough to leave. They may be waiting for an assessment of 
mental capacity if they’ve lost the ability to make decisions for themselves 
and it may become clear to relatives, carers and social work that staying at 
home, or returning home from hospital, isn’t in the person’s best interests.  
If there is no Guardianship in place, then the local authority has to make a 
decision about where someone lives; usually that decision means the person 
should move out of their home or from hospital and into residential 
accommodation. This is a legal process, governed by section 13ZA of the 
Social Work Scotland Act. 
We’ve been advocating for people in this situation, making their views and 
wishes known and helping to involve them as much as possible throughout 
the process; people often have clear views about where they want to live 
even though they may lack capacity to make decisions for themselves.  If we 
can’t find out from the person themselves what they’d like to happen, then 
we work as non-instructed advocates and ask all those close to and working 
with the person what they might say if they could still speak for themselves. 
In both cases, the person’s advocate encourages a person-centred approach 
by those providing services and takes an overview to make sure that the 
person’s rights are upheld whilst others make this important decision for 
them. 
 

Judy 
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Mental Health Advocacy 

Maya Uddin 

Mental Health Advocate 

Dawn Kotschujew 

Mental Health Advocate 

Here are some comments from Highland 
Mental Health Officers: 
 

“The Advocacy Service provides a very useful perspective in 
mental health act proceedings. I believe it 
complements  what the psychiatric services as a whole 
hope to achieve that is  appropriate care. This is because 
the comments made by the patients through the assistance 
of the advocacy service are usually characterised by a 
realistic understanding of the persons own circumstances 
and highlights areas where the system as a whole might 
improve service provision.” 
 
“Certainly I am continuously humbled by the extraordinary 
insight that advocates bring to the patients perspective of 
things in a way that I am rarely able to do”. 
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“Many of the patients I work with initially say they don’t feel 
they need Advocacy, and I don’t make a referral because 
they say they don’t think they need/deserve/require 
it.  During the patient’s stay Advocacy staff frequently make 
themselves known and available on the ward to all patients 
when they are in the hospital environment.  Many of the 
patients that ‘in theory’ don’t want or need advocacy, really 
do benefit from the service ‘in practice’.  This human face of 
the service in the ward environment is the bridge for the 
patient making it easy for patients to engage.  Patients who 
are already probably in a pretty difficult situation and 
struggling with some pretty significant emotions (fear, pride, 
anxiety, anger, powerlessness, embarrassment) simply can’t 
engage/access services the way people are expected to 
these days (online, complicated automated telephone 
systems). I can only imagine that everything outside the 
hospital when you are detained must feel very ‘inaccessible’, 
the Advocate providing a valuable service on the ward gets 
recommendation from other satisfied patients and I have 
noted a domino effect occurring”. 
 
“I think Advocacy is the only service which patients see as 
truly ‘for them’. That independence from statutory services 
is so important and helps us all see the person rather than 
the patient. My only wish is that advocacy was better 
resourced so could be available to attend ward rounds and 
other meetings which they are not always able to – though I 
know they try their best to attend.” 
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Highland Mental Health Officer comments 
continued: 
 

“From a personal professional perspective I value Advocacy for 
having the professionalism to support people during some of 
the more challenging situations that life has to offer.  Advocacy 
staff do not shy away from difficult situations or fail to ask the 
person the significant questions e.g. what they want, what they 
think, why they want it that way etc.  These questions can quite 
often be really difficult to voice/phrase/time/word/reflect, the 
Advocacy team attempt to get to the heart of a situation, which 
is generally quite an counter intuitive response for most 
people.  Advocacy staff’s attention to detail is an invaluable 
aspect to the individual and holistic treatment of patients in a 
variety of ways”. 

 

“Advocacy Highland staff have a significant role in assisting 
many of the patients I work with in getting a solicitor and 
supporting them to instruct, this part of the process is 
particularly valuable for all involved (a uniquely independent 
person in the process).” 

 

“I believe that the Advocacy Service in the Highlands 
is  invaluable.  The Advocate’s I have worked with, are very 
knowledgeable and professional. They provide an essential 
service to people subject to the MH Act and the AWI Act. It 
would be a great injustice to our clients, if this service was 
reduced or not available.  As an MHO, I rely on their input!” 
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Citizen Advocacy—Inverness 

Maya Uddin 

Citizen Advocacy Co-Ordinator 

We currently have six citizen advocacy partnerships that are 

running very successfully. Four of these partnerships have 

been long term, which means the citizen advocates have got 

to know their advocacy partners really well and are playing a 

crucial role in helping the individuals feel connected to their 

community.  

The citizen advocacy partnership continues even when there 

are no advocacy issues to deal with; the advocate still keeps 

an eye on the wellbeing of their partner which helps prevent 

new issues arising.  

Citizen Advocacy is based on friendship and trust which 

combats isolation and loneliness in a very natural way.  

A very big thank you to all our  volunteer Citizen Advocates for 

their support and dedication to their advocacy partners. 
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The following feedback from one of our advocacy partner illustrates 

the effectiveness of citizen advocacy: 

“I have known my volunteer advocate for about 7 years now and it’s 

been absolutely great. We do a lot of things together which I would not 

have been able to do if I didn’t have my volunteer. We go fishing to 

different places and we cycle a lot in the summer months. We cycle from 

the town centre to all the way to Culloden, when we get there we would 

stop there for about an hour for a break and to get something to eat but 

we don’t like to eat too much as we have to cycle back! I really enjoy our 

days out on the bike and I am so confident now that I go out on my own 

on my bike on most days, and I even take my friend out who used to be 

so nervous first but now has become good at it and enjoys it too. 

There are lots of other things we do together like going to the football 

games especially when Caley Thistle play at home. I also used to go 

swimming and to the gym with my volunteer, now I can do this on my 

own and have helped my friends to join. I now go with my friends. 

In the winter months we do more indoor activities like going to the 

Rollerball, cinema or go to the pub to watch football. Now I have Sky TV 

and sometimes my volunteer comes over to watch games with me.  

When we can’t meet up we have a chat on the phone. He is someone I 

can talk about anything to especially when I have relationship problems. 

Before I didn’t have any one like that to talk to, like man to man. 

Because of my volunteer I have become more confident and 

independent, now I do so much without support which I wouldn’t even 

have even thought possible 10 years ago. 

I like to say a big thank you to my volunteer for being there for me for so 

many years and I hope this continues for many years more. “ 
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Professional Testimonials  

 

“Your contribution was very important and the level of 
involvement you have maintained over the past 18 months that 
enabled you to give a clear view of the service user's wishes 
was impressive. 
You were able to advocate for her, having observed her 
communication and behaviour in different settings, which was a 
very significant investment of time and effort; and it was clear 
from the responses and feedback of those present - from her 
family and services at the meeting - that your observations 
were honest and accurate. 
Meetings for this individual have complex interpersonal 
dynamics and, although the different parties are motivated 
about what is best for the service user, the dynamics can take 
over. Your contribution to this meeting was well measured but 
clear and assertive of the individual's ability to communicate 
her feelings towards specific services.  You also gave a clear 
account of what things promote or undermine her happiness 
and wellbeing. 
While I believe we would have come to a similar decision about 
how to proceed, your input kept the meeting focused on the 
service user and helped to reassure some parties on how a 
particular service could benefit the service user.  By 
representing the individual's strengths and needs your input 
enabled a more consensual agreement than would have been 
possible, otherwise.” 
 
Ivan McCullagh 
Adult Care Review Officer NHS Highland 
April 2019 
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 “As a Development Worker and Therapeutic Counsellor within 
Wellbeing Scotland’s, “In Care Survivors Service Scotland”, my 
role has been to work with adults who have experienced 
historical abuse within the care system. Placed in care due to 
Child Protection issues these children then suffered further 
abuse whilst there. As such, they can often experience difficult 
relationships with their families, becoming isolated, suffering 
from layer upon layer of complex trauma plus other mental and 
physical health issues, drug and alcohol, homelessness and debt 
– overwhelmed and feeling excluded from our society.  
 

I have over the years found it best practice and supportive to 
these vulnerable adults to draw them back into society by using 
the services of quality local agencies such as Advocacy Highland 
working in collaboration – indeed over the past eleven years this 
has been one of the most successful aspects working with these 
adults. 
 

I therefore, have had the privilege to work with you, in the 
Lochaber area on many occasions and have found you not only 
professional, but knowledgeable and an extremely genuine 
person - able to advocate for our service users without being 
overwhelmed by the - at times, distressing content of their 
issues.   
 

The result of much of your work can be evidenced in their 
renewed hope in life and confidence in turning to your service 
themselves when they feel they need to do so.  
 

It is with some sadness I now leave my post and again thank you 
for all your work.” 
 

Peggy Taylor 
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“I would like to thank your service and in particular Joanne for 
the contribution your service has been able to make to 
support a number of service users we have who are currently 
dealing with complex situations in respect of their care and 
living circumstances. 
At the review for (XX) it was evident from Joanne’s input that 
she had invested a considerable amount of time with the 
service user and knew her well enough to be able to highlight 
the benefits the proposed action would offer.   
Joanne is also involved in at least two other difficult cases and 
her contribution to meetings for those individuals is equally 
valued. 
I think it is important that valued services and the contribution 
of individual advocates is recognised and acknowledged.  
 
We look forward to your continued input in the future.  
 
Many Thanks.” 
 
Sandra McKinlay 
Social Work Team Manager 
April 2019 
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“I was very sorry to hear that the advocacy contract was being 
put out to tender. I just want you and your staff to know that 
those of us who work alongside you day to day, value your 
professional contribution in supporting local people ensuring 
their voices are heard at the most difficult times of their lives. I 
hope that the contract is renewed to enable Advocacy 
Highland to continue providing the excellent independent 
service that you already deliver. 

If there is any way I can support you then please ask.  

All the very best.” 
 
Debra Waud  
MHO Care and Learning Service, Highland Council 
December 2018 

 

 

 

 

“Thank you so much for your 

involvement and support with 

engaging (the client) in this 

process.  This is pivotal to the 

case and I believe will result in 

the best outcome for (the client)” 
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And the final words are from 

Advocacy Partners: 

“I found the help and support 

from you was invaluable.  I 

certainly would use advocacy 

again as it gave me a feeling of 

safety and security when facing 

my ex-employers.  Thank you for 

just being there for me.”  Peter 

“I am a client of Advocacy 

Highland and have got nothing 

but praise for the support I have 

received from your fantastic 

organisation…”  LM 
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Referral Statistics 
April 2018—March 2019 

This year the Advocacy Highland team dealt with 979 

referrals—that’s an increase of 100 from last year. 
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Extract Statement of Accounts 
Year Ended 31st March 2019 

Advocacy Highland     

Extract from Statement of Financial Accounts     

for year ended 31 March 2019     

 Unrestricted 
Funds 

Restricted 
Funds 

Total Funds 
2019 

Total Funds 
2018  

INCOME & ENDOWMENTS £ £ £ £ 

Donations & Legacies               221   -                221             1,105  

Charitable Activities     
General Fund            6,609   -             6,609   

NHS Highland  - Advocacy Highland         239,941   -         239,941         239,941  

NHS Highland - Citizen Advocacy          30,455   -           30,455           30,455  

TOTAL        277,226                    -         277,226         271,501  

     

EXPENDITURE     

Charitable Activities     

NHS Highland—Advocacy Highland         246,409   -         246,409         242,382  

NHS Highland  -  Citizen Advocacy          26,299   -           26,299           24,883  

TOTAL        272,708                    -         272,708         267,265  

     
NET INCOME            4,518                    -             4,518             4,236  

     

Reconciliation of Funds     

     
Total Funds brought forward          72,919   -           72,919           68,683  

     

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD          77,437   -           77,437           72,919  

     

     
This is an extract of Advocacy Highland’s Report of the Trustees and Financial Statements for Year Ending 
31st March 2019.  All income and expenditure has arisen from continuing charitable activities.  The report 
was prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act 2006 relating to small companies.  
Independently examined by Equiom (Scotland). 
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Advocacy Highland     

Balance Sheet     

As at 31 March 2019     

 Unrestricted 
Funds 

Restricted 
Funds 

Total Funds 
2019 

Total Funds 
2018  

FIXED ASSETS £ £ £ £ 

Intangible assets                 732   -                  732               1,464  

Tangible assets              2,001   -               2,001               3,815  

     

Total              2,733                      -               2,733               5,279  

     

     

CURRENT ASSETS     

Stocks                 750   -                  750                  750  

Debtors            13,184   -             13,184               5,155  

Cash at bank and in hand            75,506   -             75,506             70,304  

     

            89,440                      -             89,440             76,209  

     

CREDITORS     

Amounts falling due within one year          (14,736)  -           (14,736)            (8,569) 

     

NET CURRENT ASSETS            74,704   -             74,704             67,640  

     

     

TOTAL ASSETS LESS LIABILITIES            77,437   -             77,437             72,919  

     

FUNDS     

Unrestricted funds              77,437             72,919  

Restricted Funds    -   -  

TOTAL FUNDS              77,437             72,919  
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Board of Directors 
 

Shirley Bannister Chairperson Nairn 

Moray Macdonald Treasurer Inverness 

Frances Gunn Company Secretary Sutherland 

Chris Evans Director Lochaber 

Donald Fergusson Director Skye & Lochalsh 

Garry Robertson Director Caithness 

Sarah Joiner Director Sutherland 

   

Advocacy Highland is looking to recruit new board members to 

join our experienced and friendly team.  Board members are 

voluntary, but all reasonable expenses will be re-imbursed.  

We are looking for Board members from all over Highland who 
bring with them different skills, knowledge and experience, and 
who in particular have: 
 

✓ A clear vision of the organisation’s aims and objectives 

✓ Passion and knowledge about independent advocacy and a 

commitment to its principles and values 

✓ Time to devote to the Board and the responsibilities 

required e.g. regularly attend meetings and to read papers 
in advance of meetings in preparation. 

✓ Ability to contribute to meetings and to the organisation’s 

leadership and direction, accountability and development in 

a relevant and constructive way. 
 

If you are interested in applying to becoming a  

Board member, please get in touch. 
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Organisational Structure 
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Staff Team 
Sheilis Mackay 
Manager 
Mobile: 07717 704634 
sheilis@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 

 
Linda Renton  
Area Advocacy Co-ordinator 
(Inverness & Nairn, Badenoch & 
Strathspey) 
Mobile: 07717 704636  
linda@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
  
    
Joanne MacRae 
Area Advocacy Co-ordinator 
(Ross & Cromarty) 
Mobile: 07717 704640 
joanne@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 
 
Allison Cowie  
Area Advocacy Co-ordinator 
(Caithness & Sutherland)  
Mobile: 07717 704639  
allison@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 
     
Val Bremner  
Area Advocacy Co-ordinator 
(Lochaber)  
Mobile: 07717 704635 
val@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 
 

Judy Foottit  
Area Advocacy Co-ordinator 
(Skye & Lochalsh)  
Mobile: 07717 730865   
judy@advocacy-highland.org.uk 

Maya Uddin  
Mental Health Advocate & 
Citizen Advocacy Co-ordinator 
Mobile - 07917 327714   
maya@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
  
    
Dawn Kotschujew  
Mental Health Advocate 
Mobile: 07917 327716 
dawn@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 
 
Hazel Curran  
Advocate 
(Caithness & Sutherland)   
Mobile: 07919 602617  
hazel@advoacy-highland.org.uk 
 
 
Rachel Tonks  
Advocate 
(Lochaber)  
Mobile: 07741 261656  
rachel@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 
 
Clare Starke  
Administrator 
Mobile: 07717704638 
info@advocacy-highland.org.uk 
 

 
2 Seafield Road,  
Inverness,  
IV1 1SG 
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A BIG thank you to everyone who has 

supported Advocacy Highland 

throughout the year; funders, donors,  

supporters and volunteers. 
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Advocacy Highland 
2 Seafield Road, Inverness, IV1 1SG 

 
Tel: 01463 233460 
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www.advocacy-highland.org.uk 
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